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Abstract
Sr2RuO4 is a leading candidate for equal-spin triplet pairing with p-wave
chiral symmetry. This study presents a method for fabricating mesoscopic
structures of Sr2RuO4. The samples are contacted by conventional electron
beam lithography methods. A measurement set-up using a vector magnet
cryostat was prepared for transport measurements. We observe a high
residual resistance ratio indicating high sample quality. The onset of signs of
superconductivity appear at 1.5 K, as expected. Crystals with a thickness
below 20 nm are found to be insulating, the origin is currently not
understood.
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Chapter1
Introduction
Superconductivity is a phenomenon in which a material shows zero electrical resis-
tance below a critical temperature (Tc). This is a macroscopic quantum state with a
single wave function which describes a condensate of paired electrons. The wave
function has a phase which is preserved over a characteristic length scale, named the
coherence length (ξ0) of the superconductor. Hence, transport through a superconduc-
tor is phase coherent.
Most superconductors, referred to as conventional superconductors, are described by
the BCS theory, developed by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer in 1957 [1]. This theory
explains the microscopic origins of the condensate by the pairing of the electrons in
k-space making them effectively a Bosonic composite particle. The mechanism of this
pairing is, in conventional superconductors, electron-phonon interactions. Another
striking effect is the density of states where a gap, ∆, is formed at the Fermi energy.
This gap is described by the superconducting order parameter and is isotropic in k-
space.
In the last forty years however, some materials have been found to accommodate
an anisotropic gap function (order parameter). These include heavy Fermion ma-
terials [2], high Tc cuprates [3], iron-pnictides [4], organic superconductors [5] and
Sr2RuO4. We can group these materials under the name unconventional superonduc-
tors.
This thesis will describe a member of the ruthenate family: Sr2RuO4 (SRO).
SRO has a perovskite crystal structure and a superconducting transition temperature
of 1.5 K[6]. Its coherence length is approximately 20 larger in the ab-plane (66 nm)
than along the c-axis (3 nm) [7]. SRO hosts a number of striking phenomena. First,
it is a prime candidate for equal-spin paired superconductivity. Furthermore, it was
found that SRO exhibits time reversal symmetry breaking; suggesting that electrons in
SRO are paired in a chiral state. This chirality also implies the formation of domains
of different chiralities within the superconductor. An edge current is expected to flow
along the domain walls, separating the domains. However, no direct observation of
the edge currents has been made. Furthermore, SRO can host a phenomenon called
half quantum vorticity in which flux penetrating in a vortex is not quantized in flux-
oids, but in half of that value. In magnetometry measurements signs have been found
for this effect. However, experiments using transport measurements might serve as
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additional proof.
The half quantum vortex state is an effect that arises from the order parameter having
both an orbital and a spin part. It is difficult to stabilize and this requires microstruc-
tured samples. Furthermore, control over the chiral domains are likely to be attained
in systems that contain constrictions, since bulk systems can contain multiple chiral
domains.
Structuring samples mesoscopically is instrumental for attaining additional insights
into the pairing symmetry of SRO.
Introducing confinement by the use of thin films is not possible since no reproducible
method for thin film growth is available. A top down approach is therefore chosen:
crystals are mechanically exfoliated using Scotch tape, a method primarily developed
for producing the 2D material graphene. The resulting flakes are then structured by
focused ion beam milling
This thesis will focus on the exfoliation of SRO crystals that are subsequently struc-
tured using focused ion beam milling. These samples will be used to find further
evidence for the half quantum vortex state and the existence of chiral domains using
transport. A more detailed description of half quantum vortices and chiral domains is
provided in chapter 2, Theory. A description of the sample fabrication methods is given
in chapter 3, Sample fabrication. Chapter 4, Description of the cryostat system, focuses on
the measurement set-up for low temperature transport measurements. The results are
discussed in chapter 5, Results on transport measurements in mesoscopic SRO crystals. The
final chapter 6 is dedicated to conclusion and an outlook to future experiments.
2
Chapter2
Theory
This section begins with a brief theoretical introduction on the pairity symmetry in
SRO, followed by a brief overview on recent developments. It will also explain the
motivation for structuring crystals in mesoscopic devices. The first part of this chapter
is dedicated to a general description of superconducting pairing. The second part of
the chapter deals with triplet aspects of SRO. Chiral aspects of SRO are discussed in
the last part of the chapter.
2.1 Superconducting pairing
As discussed in the introduction, the electrons pair up in a superconductor, so to form
a macroscopic quantum object called a condensate. The electrons in the pairs are
Fermions and obey the Pauli exclusion principle. Therefore the pair wave function
must be odd under exchanging electrons in a pair. This oddness can originate from
three different sources: the spin, time and spatial part of the wave function. The spa-
tial part of the pair wave function is the angular momentum part described by the
letters s, p, d and f, borrowing the notation from atomic physics. It indicates the angu-
lar momentum quantum number of the pair and specifies the number of spatial nodes
of the wave function. Allowed pairing states are summed up in figure 2.1.
Conventional superconductors as defined in the introduction have a singlet even-
frequency s-wave pairing. The unconventional superconductors differ from this. An
example is the high Tc cuprates: these are singlet d-wave paired. SRO is thought to be
equal-spin triplet (i.e. ↑↑ and ↓↓) p-wave with even frequency.
2.2 Triplet superconductivity
Evidence for equal spin pairing comes mainly from three experiments: polarized neu-
tron diffraction [9], NMR Knight shift measurements on the O and Ru nuclei [10] and
cantilever magnetometry measurements on micron-sized rings of SRO [11].
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Figure 2.1: An schematic overview of the pair wave functions that are allowed because of the
Pauli exclusion principle. For spin, frequency (time part of the wave function) and the spatial
part (angular momentum part) of the pair wave function it is indicated whether it is even or
odd under exchange of the pair’s electrons. A sketch is made of the orbital wave function
including its nodes. Image taken from [8].
The first two methods rely on detecting spin susceptibility. In a singlet superconduc-
tor the spin susceptibility is suppressed when the sample becomes superconducting,
for the reason that singlet pairs behave as spinless bosons (no net spin) [12]. This is
however not the case for SRO. Both polarized neutron diffraction and NMR Knight
shift show no suppression of the spin susceptibility, since the spins are paired in equal
spin triplets. More recently cantilever magnetometry was used to measure signs of the
half quantum vortex state in a ring of SRO. In order to make the connection between
half quantum vortex and triplet pairing it is necessary to consider the superconducting
phase in a ring.
2.2.1 Half quantum vortex
The quantum mechanical condensate has a phase associated with it. To ensure single-
valuedness of the wave function, the phase needs to wind by an integer multiple of 2pi
over the entire loop. Meaning: φo = 2pin, here φo is the phase of the condensate (sub-
script ’o’ standing for orbital) and n is an integer. When a superconductor is structured
into a ring or has a vortex penetrating it (i.e. the superconductor includes a topologi-
cal defect), this requirement still holds. However, when applying a magnetic field the
condensate will pick up a different phase in each arm of the ring or sides of the vortex.
To maintain a constant phase in the condensate a current will flow that will generate
a magnetic field to counter the flux penetrating the ring. Furthermore, when the flux
of the magnetic field inside the ring reaches a threshold value, it is energetically fa-
vorable to aid the penetrating flux making the phase difference between the arms of
the ring 2pi and therefore ensuring single-valuedness. This threshold is given by half
of the magnetic flux quantum (Φ0 = h/2e, where h is Planck’s constant and e is the
electronic charge). The last meaning that the flux penetrating the ring structure must
always be an integer multiple of h/2e. This is called magnetic fluxoid quantization
and is associated with the full-quantum vortex (FQV).
4
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When a superconductor exhibits equal spin-triplet pairing, as SRO , the phase contains
a factor depending on spin which is absent in the case of singlet pairing. This modifies
the condition of phase being wound around the ring by 2pi into φo + φs = 2pin, here
φs is the spin part of the phase and other symbols as defined above. This means that in
a triplet superconductor the spin phase can wind by pi and the orbital phase can wind
by the same number to create an energetically allowed state. However, only the orbital
phase can couple to the applied flux in contrast to the spin phase. Hence, the fluxoid
quantization is no longer in units of Φ0 but in half of that value. This phenomenon is
called the half-quantum vortex (HQV)
An equivalent picture1 is considering the triplet superconductor to consist out of two
condensates with opposite spins (pairs with spin up or with spin down electrons).
These condensates exist in parallel and are weakly interacting. In this description a
vortex could exist in one condensate and not in the other. Therefore, the criterion
of single-valuedness is still met. The connection between the equivalent pictures is
that the average phase of the two weakly interacting spin condensates is equal to the
orbital phase of the wave function describing the total condensate and that the half
difference of the phases of the spin condensates is linked to the spin phase of the total
condensate2.
Going back to the spin and orbital phases, we see that they correspond to a spin cur-
rent and a charge current respectively. Charge currents generate a magnetic field, that
is screened. This means that the charge currents fall off over a characteristic length
scale, determined by the penetration depth λ. In contrast, there is no screening mech-
anism for the spin current. Both currents have a kinetic energy associated with them.
However, since spin currents are not screened, their energy diverges to infinity loga-
rithmically [14] with the size of the system. This means in order to observe HQV in a
triplet superconductor, the sample size must be of the order of λ. This gives a strong
motivation for microstructuring SRO.
Since FQV is still energetically more favorable for low currents, it will still be observed
in a triplet superconductor. However, due to the application of an in-plane magnetic
field, the Zeeman interaction lowers the energy cost to have a fluxoid in only one of
the spin condensates (HQV). Around the transition between two full fluxoids it is then
energetically favorable to have HQV instead of FQV. This causes half height steps in
the magnetization. These have been observed by Jang et al, giving evidence for SRO
being a triplet superconductor.
2.2.2 HQV in transport measurements
Transport measurements, being an different technique from magnetometry can give
us complementary information. These transport measurements on mesoscopic SRO
samples have been scarce so far. The work on magneto resistance measurements by
Cai et al[15] is an example of such experiment. Their experiment focuses on the Little-
Parks effect.
1This was shown in detail by Maeno in [13]
2it actually corresponds to the direction of the d-vector in the plane perpendicular to the quantization
axis’ [13]. However, the spin phase can be found using the d-vector.
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Figure 2.2: A schematic representation of oscillation of the physical quantities involved during
the Little-Parks experiment. The first panel in the screening current density in the ring, the ki-
netic energy associated with this current is in the next panel. The third panel shows the critical
temperature oscillations. The last two panels show the measurable resistance oscillations in
the case of FQV and HQV. The splitting of the resistance peaks is a signature of HQV. On top
of the figure the number of flux quanta penetrating the ring is indicated.
The Little-Parks effect [16] describes Tc oscillations as function of an applied field.
During such an experiment, the flux through a superconducting ring is changed. Con-
sequently, as discussed above, the superconductor tries to screen the magnetic field
ensuring single-valuedness in in the ring. This current has a kinetic energy associated
with it. The critical temperature is determined by the energy of the superconduct-
ing condensate and is lowered by the kinetic energy of the circulating current. When
the sample is kept at a constant temperature in the superconducting transition regime
(while it still has a finite resistance) Tc variations lead to the oscillation of resistance
which can be observed.
As discussed above at the transition between two fluxoids the screening current has
the highest energy. Here, signs of HQV can be observed in the form of the splitting of
these resistance peaks (see figure 2.3).
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Cai et al found no presence of HQV. However, the magnitude of the resistance oscil-
lations was found to be one order of magnitude higher than expected for Little-Parks
oscillations. Also, the measurements were taken well below Tc, rather than near the
superconducting transition. We will discuss this further in 2.3.
2.3 Chiral superconductivity
Phase sensitive measurements by Nelson et al [17] in a S-SRO-S heterostructure SQUID
have found that the momentum part of the pair wave function must be odd, this means
that on the basis of the Pauli exclusion principle the pairing in SRO must be p-wave
(or f-wave). SRO is thought to be in a chiral triplet state similar to the A phase of
superfluid 3He. This p-wave pairing state is described by the d-vector in equation 2.1
(see box 1).
d = ∆0(kx ± iky)zˆ (2.1)
This means the ground state is degenerate: there is a state in which the orbital phase
is wound clockwise (counting up) and a state in which it is wound anti-clockwise
(counting down). It is thought that chiral domains are formed separated by chiral
domain walls. The order parameter is suppressed at the domain wall, therefore the
domain wall is expected to act as a weak link. Since the phase winds dynamically
within the chiral domain an edge current is expected along the domain boundaries
between two chiralities. The edge currents produce magnetic fields that breaks time
reversal symmetry (TRS). Since only in the chiral state, TRS is broken (see table 2.1),
TRS breaking is regarded as evidence for chiral pairing
The first evidence for chirality in SRO was found in muon spin relaxation experiments,
where local internal magnetic fields have been observed [18]. this indicates the break-
ing of time reversal symmetry and a chiral superconducting state. The second evi-
dence came from the polar magneto-optic Kerr effect [19], being the rotation of the
polarization of the refracted light. This remains strong evidence for TRS breaking and
therefore chirality. Whereas the magneto-optic Kerr effect is sensitive to the surface of
the material, the muons probe the bulk of the sample. Measurements using scanning
SQUID and scanning Hall probe are expected to detect the magnetic stray (i.e. exter-
nal) field produced by the edge currents. However, these attempts have so far been
unsuccessful [20, 21]. This might suggest that SRO is not chiral. On the other hand,
since Meissner screening is still applicable, it might be that the stray fields are effec-
tively screened on the surface.
Nevertheless, a direct observation of the chiral domains is still missing. It must be
noted that almost all previously mentioned work on chirality in SRO was done on bulk
samples. In bulk, it is likely to expected that samples contain multiple domains. Fur-
thermore, bulk samples due to their shape lack control of the topology. This stresses
again the need for measurements on mesoscopic systems.
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Table 2.1: Table listing the possible d-vectors describing p-wave superconductors. Note that
only one d-vector (corresponding to the chiral state) causes time reversal symmetry breaking.
Therefore, TRS breaking is regarded as evidence for chiral pairing. Figure taken from [13].
Box 1: the d-vector notation
The d-vector formalism can be used to describe the superconducting pairing. It is a
notation borrowed from vortex physics and is useful for describing superconductors
that display a triplet component in addition to only a singlet pairing symmetry. The
superconducting gap is described by a 2 by 2 matrix:
∆(k) =
(
∆↑↑ ∆↑↓
∆↓↑ ∆↓↓
)
=
( −dx+idy dz
dz dx+idy
)
(2.2)
Here the subscript indicates the spin configuration of the corresponding supercon-
ducting gap. On the right side of the equation the gap is described equivalently using
the d-vector d(k) =
(
dx(k), dy(k), dz(k)
)
in spin space. The orientation of the d-
vector does not only determine the anisotropy of the superconducting gap, but also
determines the direction of the angular momentum with respect to the electron spin
directions and predicts the energy spectrum of excited quasiparticles. The result of
applying a magnetic field can theoretically be described by a rotation of the d-vector.
To return to the experiment by Cai et al mentioned in section 2.2: a possible under-
lying mechanism that explains the magnitude of the resistance oscillations can be
critical current oscillations instead of critical temperature oscillations. Moreover, as
mentioned before, the oscillations continue well below the critical temperature, in the
region where no Little-Parks oscillations are expected. The critical current oscillations
could be caused by chiral domain walls trapped in both arms of the ring used in the
experiments. These domain walls are functioning as weak links where magnetic flux
can penetrate, yielding a phase difference over the weak link. Therefore, the ring, con-
taining two weak links, forms a SQUID. The critical current oscillations of a SQUID
have a similar shape as the data obtained by Cai et al, further supporting the idea
that the observed oscillations are critical current oscillations. In preliminary results
obtained by the Kyoto-Leiten collaboration, evidence for suppressed order parameter
have been found in single crystal rings of SRO as well. It was proposed to make a mi-
croscopic disk structure of SRO. A vortex is still allowed to penetrate the disk, but it is
likely that the disk will be a single chiral domain. If the critical current oscillation hy-
pothesis is valid, a single chiral domain wall would produce the same results as Cai et
al when a single fluxoid is introduced in the disk (since a ring and a disk with a single
vortex line penetrating are topologically equivalent). When no fluxoid is penetrating
the disk, no SQUID interference pattern is expected.
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2.4 Recent experimental progress on SRO
A recent discovery that provides insight into the superconductivity of SRO is the ex-
planation of the three Kelvin phase (3K-phase). In this phase of SRO, the supercon-
ducting transition temperature is enhanced from its usual 1.5 K to 3 K. The higher
transition temperature is accompanied by a gradual transition into the superconduct-
ing phase. This phase was found in samples with lattice dislocations or ruthenium
inclusions [22]. Recently, Steppke et al [23] identified the origin of the 3K-phase to be
uniaxial pressure caused by local strain. This explains the observation of 3K-phase as
local strain induced by the ruthenium inclusions and lattice dislocations.
Interestingly, in their paper Steppke et al calculate that when the critical temperature
is maximum the Fermi level passes through a Van Hove singularity due to the applied
strain, hence changing the electronic configuration: two electronic sheets in k-space
intersect. Steppke et al argue that the superconducting gap ∆ closes at the Van Hove
point for triplet superconductivity, but not for singlet superconductivity. It is also
argued that if ∆ is large, Hc2/T2c increases with strain (Hc2 is the critical field of the
superconductor). This means that increasing Hc2/T2c under strain is an indication of
spin singlet pairing. Since Steppke et al have measured an increase in Hc2/T2c under
strain when entering the 3K-kelvin phase, a possible explanation can be that the 3K-
phase is accompanied by a transition to singlet superconductivity.
In recent literature, multiple physical phenomena were attributed to the movement
of chiral domain walls. For example, Saitoh et al [24] describe a Josephson junction
that is made from a SRO-Ru-Nb junction. They observed that inversion symmetry of
the critical current as function of magnetic field is broken for large junctions, however
not for relative smaller ones. They claim the small junctions contain a single chiral
domain, therefore there is no domain wall motion and inversion symmetry is broken.
Larger junctions are then assumed to include multiple domains, resulting in inversion
symmetry. Similar experiments have been carried out on SRO-Ru-Pb junctions [25].
These results can be understood as well according to Steppke et al by domains between
singlet and triplet phases in SRO. Note that during the production of heterostructures
using SRO, ruthenium inclusions are specifically used and at the same time they are
connected to the existence of the 3K-phase. This can result in a complex picture, as
there can also be domains of even parity in the vicinity of the Ru-inclusions. The
interpretation of the current phase relation then becomes increasingly more difficult.
At this point it is worth noting that mesoscopic systems of homogeneous SRO (with
no 3K-phase) would not suffer this drawback.
An interesting study of the gap structure in SRO was recently done by Hassinger et
al [26]. They found evidence of vertical line nodes in the gap structure. This was ob-
served using thermal conductivity measurements. The presence of a line node bears
similarity to d-wave superconductors. This however is not consistent with typical
d-wave pairing, where the nodes lie in the ab-plane. Furthermore, a d-wave orderpa-
rameter is not compatible with equal-spin pairing and therefore the measurements on
spin susceptibility, discussed in section 2.2. The authors conclude in their study that
the pairing is p-wave with a d-wave gap structure. A proposed alternative is f-wave
pairing [27, 28]. Currently however there are no experiments to support this claim.
The measurements of Hassinger et al were done on macroscopic crystals, therefore
9
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possible influence of chiral domains or mixed pairing (around ruthenium inclusions)
could have been present. However, these were not taken into account.
Figure 2.3: Resistivity as function of temperature as obtained by Nobukane et al. Sample A en B
are insulating. The relative thick sample of 470 nm and the sample of 147 nm thick are metallic
but nut superconducting. Only the sample with a thickness of 340 nm is superconducting. No
relation between sample thickness can be found. Image taken from [29].
Recently, Nobukane et al [29] performed transport measurements on thin SRO crystals.
This is currently the only study on superconducting properties of thin SRO crystals.
They measured two samples with thicknesses of 17 and 20 nm, which were found to
be insulating. They claim that SRO is in a Bose-insulating phase for ultra low thick-
nesses. However, a different sample in this study of 340 nm thick was found to dis-
play superconductivity, yet a thicker sample of 470 nm was not. There is no obvious
relation between sample thickness and superconductivity. Note that the out of plane
coherence length (ξc) is 3 nm. Hence, this interpretation seems hard to justify. It is to
be noted that samples containing a high number of nonmagnetic impurities have no
superconducting state; the limit of residual resistivity was found to be 1 µΩcm [30].
All samples in the study of Nobukane et al display a relatively high residual resistivity
supporting the hypothesis that the insulating phase is caused by bad crystal quality.
Furthermore, samples in this study were cooled down on SiO substrates. These sub-
strates do not have the same structural change as SRO does, around 90 K. This might
induce strain in the crystals limiting superconductivity. Further tests are required to
make a good assessment of these results.
We can conclude this chapter on the theoretical background of SRO by a research
goal. In order to shed more light on the HQV state and other special states of SRO it is
instrumental to mesoscopically structure samples of SRO. A disk structure is chosen to
compare to the critical current oscillations found by Cai et al. Furthermore, verification
is needed of the insulating phase of ultrathin crystals as measured by Nobukane et al.
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Sample fabrication
This chapter will describe the consecutive steps that were taken to get to the stage of
preparing thin contacted flakes. Eventually, the full ’recipe’ for sample production is
given.
3.1 Previous work on exfoliation of SRO crystals
Research done on microscopic SRO flakes has a history of difficulty in sample prepara-
tion. The method of choice before W. Tromp started working on producing SRO flakes,
was crushing macroscopic crystals of SRO with a pair of tweezers. Consequently, the
flakes were optically examined for quality and thickness and transferred to a substrate
where they were contacted. The contacts where silver paste applied by hand. Obvi-
ously, this is a method that is producing flakes that have a relatively high (uncertainty
in) thickness. Besides, it is preferred to have crystals cleaved along the ab-plane. Since
gap structure is two-dimensional, in the ab-plane superconductivity is stronger than
along the c-axis. This method does not allow selection for sample production along a
chosen axis or plane. Furthermore, it is also very time consuming and prone to error1.
To solve these problems two new methods were introduced by Willem Tromp, who
worked on producing this flakes of SRO during his Bachelor thesis [31]. The re-
searched methods were selection of crystals by shear forces and mechanical exfolia-
tion.
The first method, selection by shear forces, is composed of first crushing the flakes on
a substrate as was done before. However, after crushing a droplet of isopropanol was
deposited on the substrate. Next, the sample was rotated at high velocity using a spin
coating device. Since the fluid velocity of the isopropanol over the surface becomes
higher at a larger distance from the surface, thicker crystals are pushed to the edges of
the substrate. The thinner samples are supposed to stay in the center of the substrate.
However, after carrying out the experiment and evaluating the thickness of the flakes
in the center of the substrate by scanning electron microscope (SEM), it was found
1Applying silver paste to a crystal with a 20 micron width is very challenging and requires substan-
tial experience and skill.
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that only very few flakes were of the requested dimensions (in Tromps case: lateral
size above 10 µm and thickness below 2µm). Moreover, no selection is made between
crystals that are cleaved along the c-axis or the ab-plane. Besides, in some cases, it
was found that crystals were tilted on their sides (c-axis parallel to the substrate while
cleaved along the ab-plane) since the flakes were not ’pressed down’ on the sample to
increase Van der Waals forces.
The other method Tromp used was mechanical exfoliation, the method that was first
developed for creating the 2D-material graphene [32]. Tromp argues that this is the fa-
vorable method. However, some challenges were still left: sample size, sample rough-
ness and glue residues.
Since the adhesion forces between the layered material SRO (perovskite structure) are
larger than in layered materials as graphite it was reckoned that SRO is cleaved with
more difficulty. To solve this problem, multiple types of tape were used including Kap-
ton tape. This tape produced the thinnest flakes so far. However, flakes were covered
in glue and were therefore not suited for contacting.
3.2 Towards clean and thin flakes
To continue the work done by Tromp, mechanical exfoliation was refined to produce
thin flakes. As in the case of Tromp, a production method for thin flakes was made
for bismuth strontium calcium copper oxide (BSSCO) first. This material has less ad-
hesion between the subsequent layers than SRO and can, therefore, be cleaved more
easily. Moreover, the preferential plane for cleaving is, like SRO, the ab-plane and in
literature reports already exist of ultra thin samples of BSSCO produced by mechanical
exfoliation
In the original paper on the production of graphene by Novoselov et al. [32] it was
mentioned that deposition of thin flakes can be done by rubbing a surface of a lay-
ered material to a substrate. In this case, a similar process to writing with a pencil
takes place and thin flakes are deposited. Since no glue is involved in this production
method it was inspected. However, no thin and smooth crystals were found on the
substrate. Furthermore, the substrate was damaged during this method.
Normal Scotch tape was used to exfoliate the BSCCO crystals. First, the tape was stuck
multiple times to a BSCCO crystal. Next, the tape was brought multiple times in con-
tact to itself. After deposition to the substrate a lot of glue residue was found (see
figure 3.1). Applying acetone aided in removing glue residue, however did not have
an optimal result. An attempt was made to leave the tape attached on the substrate
and dissolve the tape in acetone. This yielded no better results than before.
To solve these problems simply a fresh from the box roll of tape was introduced. This
improved results significantly, since far less glue residue was observed on the sub-
strate (see figure 3.4). Sample thickness was still large however.
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(a) An optical microscope image of a BSCCO
flake left on the surface of the substrate after
depositing it by the Scotch tape method. Note
the large amounts of glue residue left on the
surface. The red circle indicates the crystal
which is imaged using the SEM in figure (b).
(b) A false colored SEM image of a BSCCO
flake (purple) left on the surface of the
substrate after depositing it by the Scotch
tape method. As can be seen from the
amorphous structure, this is not a single
crystal. Also, in green a lot of glue can be
observed on and next to the crystal.
Figure 3.1: Images of a substrate after deposition of BSCCO flakes. A large glue residue can be
seen.
Figure 3.2: An optical microscope image of a BSCCO flake left on the surface after deposition
with fresh tape. Notice that far less glue residue is present.
3.3 Production of thin flakes of SRO
The method was adapted substantially based on the method of Huang et al [33]. To
produce thin flakes the cleaning, exfoliation and tape removal methods changed.
13
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First substrate cleaning is extended to two phases. First organic cleaning (submerged
in acetone for four minutes in an ultrasonic bath; next the same with isopropanol).
The samples are next reactive ion etched for 60 seconds using an oxygen plasma. The
reason for this step is twofold: to further clean the substrate and to increase the contact
area between the exfoliated flake and the substrate by the removal of absorbents from
the surface of the substrate (mainly water).
Next the crystals are prepared for exfoliation. A piece of Scotch tape is attached to a
table, with the sticky side up. The crystals are placed on top of the tape aligned with
the c-axis out of plane. Thereafter, the tape is folded in such a fashion that the crystal
is included between two sticky sides of the tape. The contact area between the tape
and the crystal is consequently maximized by pressing the tape gently onto the crystal
using tweezers. The tape is pulled off in a single non-adiabatic (i.e. fast) pull. This
way the crystal is cleaved along the ab-plane. Repeating this procedure while folding
the tape each time in a slightly different way creates a patch of the tape with multiple
cleaved crystals with decreasing thickness. One of these patches can be seen in figure
3.3.
Figure 3.3: A photograph of a patch of flakes produced in the eventual method for producing
thin flakes. The material in this example is BSCCO.
The most promising of the patches (that contains no obvious thick flakes that can be
seen by naked eye) is selected for depositing on the substrate. Directly after reactive
ion etching, the substrate is transferred onto the selected patch of flakes2. Again the
contact area between the crystal and the tape is maximized by removing the air stuck
2It is important to keep the time in between reactive ion etching and depositing the tape to the
substrate short to make sure the amount of absorbents are kept to a minimum.
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under the tape by gently applying pressure with a set of tweezers3. Next, the substrate
is annealed together with the tape on a laboratory hotplate for two minutes at 100 ◦C.
According to Huang et al. [33] this annealing step aids the removal of gas molecules
between the crystal and the substrate, increasing again the contact area and thereby
the Van der Waals interaction of the flake and the substrate.
pealing of the tape is done under a 45-degree angle. The shear forces in the tape then
push the flake towards the substrate. Moreover, removing the tape is done slowly
to minimize the chance that the crystals on the tape fracture. What remains on the
substrate are sub-micron thick flakes of the deposited material (see figure 3.4). These
flakes have a typical diameter of five to ten micron. Before contacting the flakes, most
of the residual glue is removed by acetone treatment by 30 seconds soaking in acetone.
Figure 3.4: A false colored SEM image of a BSCCO flake (purple) deposited using the improved
exfoliation method. The dimensions of this crystal are 1.8 µm wide and 4.4 µm long. The
thickness is around 150 nm, though significantly thinner flakes have been produced as well.
Clearly can be seen that the material is layered.
This method was successfully transferred to SRO crystals. The substrate used dif-
fers between the two deposited materials: SRO was deposited on strontium titanate
(SrTiO3, STO). The reason for using this material is that both SRO and STO undergo
a structural change around 90 K. When a different substrate is used that does not un-
dergo this structural change, strain is induced on the material that can bring SRO into
the 3K-phase. Strain is a significant effect in ultra-thin or structured samples, since
these samples can break because of strain.
The density of deposited flakes differed significantly between SRO and BSCCO. Sam-
ples that are suited for contacting are far less probable during the deposition of SRO.
Trial and error is required to find flakes on the surface that are smooth and thin (see
figure 3.5).
At this point of the production method the thickness of the flakes can be assessed.
This was done by profilometer (see figure 3.6) or SEM. The color of the flake gives
an indication of the thickness of the flake since really thin flakes are transparent and
thicker flakes less transparent. The thicknesses of the flakes ranged from 10-20 nm to a
3The applied pressure must be very low since in this stage the crystals are thin Applying to much
pressure could break the crystals.
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(a) An optical microscope image of a group of
BSCCO flakes left on the surface of the
substrate after mechanical exfoliation. Note
the large flake density and flat surfaces. The
flakes differ in thickness as can be seen from
the color differences between the flakes.
(b) A false colored optical microscope image
of a group of SRO flakes (purple) left on the
surface of the substrate after mechanical
exfoliation. The flakes density is significantly
lower than in the case of BSCCO.
Furthermore not all crystals are as smooth as
in figure (a). Thin crystals are only obtained
by trial and error.
Figure 3.5: Optical images of deposited materials using the eventual exfoliation method. Note
that the two images are on different scale. Figure (a) is zoomed more.
1-2 µm for SRO. As already found by Tromp, the flakes that are thicker, have relatively
small lateral dimensions.
3.4 deposition of electrical contacts
Contacts to the flakes are written by the use of an electron beam pattern generator
(EBPG). First, the samples are spin coated with two layers of PMMA. The first layer
is PMMA 600K, being 200 nm thick; the second layer is PMMA 950K, being 250 nm4
thick5. The PMMA acts as photoresist and when irradiated with electrons can be de-
veloped to form a mechanical mask over the sample.
The first pattern written in the photoresist is a coordinate system consisting of a com-
bination of letters and write field markers that can be used for later alignment. After
development, a flake is selected for contacting. This is done optically; inspecting for
the right sample size and the lack of glue residue on and cracks in the crystal. The
optical image is trimmed and corrected for an angle misalignment. These steps are
done by hand and induce the largest error in the precision of placing the contacts. The
image is loaded into the design software of the EBPG so contacts can be designed at
the location the flake actually is deposited. The next step of EBPG is writing the actual
4If spin coated for one minute at 4000 rmp.
5The appropriate dose for this PMMA layer is 300 µC/cm2, the step size was taken as a third of the
beam spot size. This step size was between 10 and 150 nm.
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Figure 3.6: The height data of a profilometer sweep on SRO crystals. The trace that has been
taken is indicated in the lower inset. It is possible to deposit flakes with a thickness of less than
a micrometer. The higher inset displays a zoom of the first peak in the data.
contacts. This first step can be done without any deposition since the contrast differ-
ence between the developed parts and the PMMA is sufficient to optically observe the
coordinate system.
After the development of the masks, 3-5 nm of chromium and 50 nm of gold are evap-
orated on the sample. Here chromium has the role of an adhesion layer to the substrate
and the flake. Evaporation is the preferred method for the first deposited layer since it
is least likely to damage the crystal. Next, the gold layer thickness is increased by Ar-
ion sputter deposition. Since this method is non-unidirectional is also deposits gold
on the sides of the crystal. Typical sputtered gold thickness is 100 nm. Lift off is done
subsequently. For this purpose, the sample is soaked in acetone and ultrasonicated for
small bursts of a few seconds to remove gold from the unexposed PMMA.
In some cases in the production of SRO flakes, because of the thickness of the flakes,
the contacts on the flake were not connected to the contacts next to the flake. In these
cases, an extra step of EBPG was creating patches of gold where no contact was made
(see figure 3.9(a)). The same step was taken when contacts were damaged due to the
lift-off procedure.
The contacts produced, were reported to have low interface resistance6. However after
cooling down in the system described in chapter 4, it was found that some samples
6Inspected using subsequent four and two probe measurements.
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(a) An optical microscope image of a flake of
BSCCO after it is covered by a layer of photo
resist, in which a coordinate system is written.
A flake is selected on basis of color or height
data. This image is trimmed and corrected.
Subsequently, it is used to design the contacts.
(b) A screenshot of an image of a substrate
containing flakes that is loaded in the design
program of the electron beam pattern
generator. In green the designed contacts are
shown.
Figure 3.7: optical microscope image of deposited flakes with marker field and screenshot of
EBPG design program.
Figure 3.8: A false colored SEM image of a SRO flake (purple) after the deposition of the
electrical contacts (gold). The darker colored parts of the contacts indicate the location of the
patches to repair the contacts as discussed in figure 3.9(a)
contained melted contacts (see figure 3.9(b)). This was attributed to the relatively high
compliance voltage of 10 V used during resistance measurements (see chapter 4). If
locally a large current density is reached, heat dissipation can melt the contacts.
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The contacted flakes are structured by Focused Ion beam milling (FIB)7. Devices that
were made are disks (and rings in the case of BSCCO, although never measured since
the used BSCCO was found to be insulating). To protect the SRO flakes during FIB,
a layer of SiO was evaporated on the flakes to protect them during structuring. The
thickness of this protecting layer ranged from 50 to 150 nm. For some samples, espe-
cially the ones that have a small lateral sample size, the four probes were connected.
In this case FIB was used to separate these probes so proper four point resistance mea-
surements could be done. The entire process takes up to a week per substrate; multiple
(four to eight) flakes are contacted on the substrate. This is a substantial increase in
the output of measurable samples in comparison to before this thesis.
(a) A false colored SEM image of the patches
(dark yellow) deposited in an additional
lithography step on a SRO crystal (purple). in
yellow the contacts are highlighted.
(b) A false colored SEM image of a melted
contact to a SRO crystal (purple). In yellow
the contact is displayed. A patch as discussed
in (a) is highlighted in a darker shade. the
lighter part of the SRO crystal contains the
melted contact.
Figure 3.9: False colored SEM images of SRO flakes demonstrating the contacts to the crystal.
7All FIB work was done by Kaveh Lahabi.
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Chapter4
Description of the cryostat system
This chapter will give an overview of the experimental set-up in which the contacted
samples are cooled down. First, the physical measurement set-up will be discussed.
next, the work on the software that is designed as a measurement platform is dis-
cussed.
4.1 Cooling down to low temperatures
4.1.1 The cryostat
The cryostat used in the experiments is an Oxford Instruments IntegraAC in which an
Oxford Instruments HelioxVT is inserted. It is equipped with magnets that can pro-
duce a magnetic field in any direction (vector magnet). Its base temperature is 280 mK
and the maximum magnetic field it can produce is 6 Tesla along the z-axis (pointing
in the vertical direction). Besides, it can produce maximally 2 and 1 Tesla along the x-
and y-axes of the system. Temperature stability is in mK range. The cryostat together
with the magnets is referenced as the system. The system is composed out of four mains
parts: the Variable Temperature Insert (VTI), the magnets, the HelioxVT (closed 3He
system) with the sample holder and the re-condensation system.
The VTI is a long cylindrical insert in which the HelioxVT (see below) can be inserted.
It is used to cool down the HelioxVT in a temperature range of 1.5 K to 300 K. It is
continuously pumped to ensure thermal isolation and to reach temperatures below the
boiling point of 4He. When the VTI is requested to cool down, a needle valve can be
opened to let in liquid 4He from a dewar. The 4He evaporates and therefore cools the
system. Since the VTI is continuously pumped, the magnitude of the opening of the
needle valve is determining the pressure in the VTI and therefore the cooling power.
A heater can be used to heat up the VTI. Together, the heater and the needle valve can
control the temperature in the VTI to mK precision using the built in feedback of the
VTI’s controllers that are supplied by Oxford Instruments (Mercury iTC).
The magnets consist of superconducting coils that can produce magnetic fields with
milliTesla precision. These magnets are situated around the VTI. The magnets are
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controlled using the software of Oxford Instruments that communicates directly with
the magnet power supplies.
The HelioxVT is a closed cycle 3He refrigerator, meaning that all 3He can be reused
in subsequent measurements. The general concept of reaching low temperatures is
condensing liquid 3He on which is pumped thereby lowering the temperature.
At the top of the HelioxVT the sorption pump can be found. Below that the mislead-
ingly called 1K plate1 is mounted. Under the 1K-plate the Inner Vacuum Chamber
(IVC) is placed, containing the 3He-pot with the sample holder attached.
The contents of the IVC are designed to reach the temperatures below 1.5 K. It is
pumped to low pressures (below 5 10−4 mbar) to ensure good thermal isolation from
the VTI. The 3He-pot is in the top part of the IVC. In here liquid 3He is stored and
pumped upon. The sample holder (see section 4.1.2) only makes a mechanical contact
with the 3He-pot. Therefore it is thermalized to the temperature of the 3He-pot. Con-
densing is done by the 1K-plate: this part consists of a block of copper and is kept at a
constant temperature by the VTI. When the temperature of the VTI is lower than 3.19
K, 3He condenses and runs down into the 3He-pot. The sorption pump is made out of
amorphous carbon which absorbs liquid 3He when it is cooled below 10 K. When the
sorption pump is absorbing 3He, it is ’pumping’ on the liquid 3He in the 3He-pot. This
process of pumping is evaporating the 3He and therefore cooling down the 3He-pot.
For an overview of the cryostat see figure 4.1.
The gaseous helium that is continuously pumped out by the VTI is collected for re-
condensation purposes after it is purified by a cold trap device. At this moment the
efficiency of this recondensation process is far from optimal. Because of a high pres-
sure in the dewar of the VTI substantial amounts of helium are ”blown off” by the
system to the recovery. A faulty one-way valve is held responsible for this problem. A
deeper look into these problems is key for the proper operation of the system.
4.1.2 The sample holder
The sample holder was devised by the electronic and fine mechanical department of
Leiden University. It is mounted underneath the 3He-pot and is made from copper to
ensure good heat conduction from the sample to the 3He-pot. The sample is attached
using silver paste to a printed circuit board (PCB); the PCB is placed on the sample
holder. Between the electronics of the sample holder and the PCB a thermometer (see
section 4.1.3) is fitted. The small distance between sample and thermometer make it
possible to read out the sample temperature accurately. The sample is protected by
mounting a cap over the PCB. This cap contains a Hall probe to measure the magnetic
field in close vicinity to the sample. Since the superconducting magnets can produce
a remanent magnetic field, this sensor can be used to assert whether a measurement is
truly conducted at zero fields. Furthermore, this cap increases the thermal conduction
to the sample.
The cap has not been used during the experiments conducted so far since the substrate
thickness was too large. Besides, the cap is not electrically shielded and therefore wires
that connect the sample to the PCB could short because of the cap. Finally, no device
1This part never reaches temperatures below 1.5 K: the VTI’s base temperature.
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Figure 4.1: A schematic overview of the system (magnets not drawn). The HelioxVT is inserted
into the VTI where it is cooled to 1.5 K. On the left the system is shown during re-condensation.
On the right, an overview is given of the system when 3He is condensed in the 3He-pot and
the sorption pump is pumping on it to reach base temperature.
was present to measure the voltage of the Hall probe. These issues are to be solved in
further experiments.
4.1.3 Calibration of thermometer
For measuring the temperature close to the sample, a thermometer (Cernox) was added
to the set-up. The thermometer was cooled down in the 3He refrigerator while it was
attached to the 3He-pot for calibration purposes. The thermal connection was made
using GI varnish. The 3He-pot was chosen as a suited location for calibration of the
thermometer since it thermalizes on small time scales. Besides, an already calibrated
thermometer is present on this the 3He-pot. In figure 5.6 the resistance versus tempera-
ture data is displayed of the thermometer. Note, that outliers have been removed from
this data to better fit to the clear exponential behavior. These outliers were asserted to
be an artifact of measuring the resistance of the Cernox before it was thermalized since
they were only present at low temperatures.
To fit the data acquired during calibration three negative exponential functions were
used. The motivation behind this choice was that the data was simply resembling
these functions; no fit to a microscopic theory is needed in calibration. This model has
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Figure 4.2: Temperature dependence of the Cernox thermometer resistance as measured for
calibration purposes. Outliers have been removed. An exponential fit has been made to the
data.
seven free parameters which by sheer number makes a good fit. The fitting function is
displayed in equation 4.1. All fitting has been done with Origin Pro 2016.
R(T) = 95.11 + 1861e−T/0.266 + 453.5e−T/1.32 + 146.2e−T/11.6 (4.1)
For the high-temperature range, some data was acquired. However, it was not possible
to accurately fit the data for both temperature ranges using a single expression. It was
chosen to only fit the data for low temperatures since this is the temperature range of
interest. Furthermore, since the IVC is not evacuated above 20 K the sample holder is
expected to be thermalized with the 3He-pot and the VTI. The thermometers in these
parts can be used for determining the sample temperature.
The resistance measurements for calibration are done using the nanocurrent source
and nanovoltmeter described in section 4.2.1. During a proper sample measurement,
these are not vacant for determining the resistance of the Cernox since these devices
are used for measuring sample resistance. Therefore, a different platform is found
to measure its resistance: a resistance bridge (AVS-46 AC resistance bridge of RV-
elektroniikka OY). The resistance bridge was not yet calibrated for use and no suit-
able method has been found to remotely operate this device. Therefore, more work is
needed to measure sample temperature during a measurement and all temperatures
presented in chapter 5 are measured using the 3He-pot thermometer.
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4.1.4 Procedure for cooling down
The procedure for cooling down a sample to base temperature is made clear in this
section.
The first step is sealing the sample in the IVC. The sample is placed in the sample
holder and to the top of the IVC, being a conical seal, CAF paste is applied. Next,
the exterior of the IVC is placed over the sample holder and secured in the cone seal
in a twisting fashion. A clamp is tightened around the seal and the exterior to hold
the seal and exterior together while the CAF paste dries. At the same time, the IVC
is evacuated so no residual gases are present in the IVC. These gasses will liquefy
at low temperatures and cannot be removed later in the process. When pumping is
complete2, the IVC would be filled with exchange gas consisting of pure He4 gas. This
gas is used to thermalize the constituents of the IVC while the system is cooling down.
The HelioxVT is now ready to be lowered into the VTI. The pumps of the VTI are
closed and a transport vessel containing liquid He4 is used to pressurize the VTI3.
Next, the HelioxVT is inserted while the pressurized VTI is exerting 4He. This way no
gasses other than 4He will be present in the VTI to prevent liquid air formation in the
bottom of the VTI. The HelioxVT is lowered gradually using a sliding seal until it is
entirely inside the VTI. Next, the VTI can be cooled down as described in section 4.1.1.
When the HelioxVT reached a temperature of around 10 K, the IVC is evacuated again
to thermally isolate the 3He-pot and the VTI. The IVC is now cooled by the VTI to
lower temperatures until the 3He-pot reaches 1.5 K. Next the sorption pump is heated
to 35 K to release the absorbed 3He, condensing it in the 3He-pot. When condensation
is completed after typically 30 minutes, the sorption pump is ’switched on’ by cooling
it below 10 K. Pumping on the 3He-pot cools the 3He-pot and the sample holder to
base temperature of the system. The temperature of the sample is now controlled by
regulating the ’pump speed’ of the absorption pump (i.e. regulating its temperature)
since no heater is present in the current sample holder. A heater is present in the 3He-
pot, however, operating this heater was found to evaporate all liquid 3He present in
the 3He-pot. A heater must be included into the sample holder to have better control
over the sample temperature.
4.2 Measuring electrical resistance and control program
This section will deal with the devices used to measure the electrical resistance of the
samples and with the programs designed to function as a platform to conduct the
measurements.
2The pressure reached values below 5 10−4 mbar.
3A balloon attached to the vessel is used to pump relative warm gas back into the vessel, heating
the liquid 4He and evaporating it. This process is referred to as ’student pumping’ since it requires a
student constantly compressing the balloon.
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4.2.1 Nanovolt and nanocurrent source
Measuring the resistance of flakes is done by supplying a current by a nanocurrent
source (Keithley 6221 current source). The voltage difference over the crystal is mea-
sured by a nanovoltmeter (Keithley 2182A voltmeter). The slope of the obtained
current-voltage (I-V) characteristic is the resistance of the sample. No lock-in method
was used for measuring resistances. The voltmeter and current source were installed
and software for remotely controlling the sweeps was designed (see section 4.2.2). The
Keithley 6221 supplies an increasing voltage while continuously internally measuring
the current. When the sought for current is reached, a trigger signal is sent (via a spe-
cialized triggering cable) to the 2182A and the voltage difference over the sample is
recorded. The maximum voltage that the current source can supply is specified before
and is called the compliance voltage.
All voltage measurements are stored locally in the memory of the nanovoltmeter. Af-
ter the sweep, the data is extracted and stored in the computer. The current source is
exclusively connected to the computer using an ethernet cable; the voltmeter is con-
nected to the current source by a serial cable. If the computer requests data transfer,
the data is first extracted from the volt meter to be stored locally in the memory of the
current source. After this step the data is transferred to the computer. This set-up can
measure I-V characteristics fast since no waiting for data transfer during a sweep is
required. Both machines are calibrated by the supplier so no calibration was needed.
A test was done by connecting the voltmeter directly to the computer by the use of a
serial cable and a serial to USB converter. However, only step-like I-V characteristics
have been obtained this way. This indicates that a problem occurs probably due to the
conversion of the signal in the USB converter. Direct readout of the voltmeter will only
be possible if GPIB compatibility is attained.
4.2.2 Control program
Work on communication programs with the system was started during the master
thesis of M. Pleijster: a graphical user interface (GUI) was made to have basic commu-
nication to the cryostat and magnet. However, no platform for doing measurements
was designed. The codes made by Pleijster have been reused for creating a ’main pro-
gram’. Pleijster made two classes that mimic the operation of the VTI controller and
the magnet. All programs are written in Python 3.6.1.
Before continuing on the design of the controlling measurement programs, first an
overview is given of the flow of commands through the system. The data flow in
the current source and voltmeter is described in section 4.2.1. A ”Keithley class” was
developed, in the style of Pleijsters classes, to remotely control these devices. If for
example, the magnetic field was requested to be changed, a set field command is sent
to the magnet class by the main program. The magnet software (VRM software) is then
instructed by the magnet class to send a command to the actual magnets. A similar
structure is used for controlling heaters and the needle valve. Note that temperature
control is done on the basis of local PID controllers in the Mercury iTC, not by the
designed software.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic overview of the flow of logic through the codes and devices. The blocks
with red names are classes within the python program, the black names indicate physical de-
vices. Programs are indicated by blue names.
Figure 4.4: A screenshot of the GUI of the main program and the GUI designed by Pleijster
including the added buttons. On the left of the GUI the settings can be found (see figure 4.6).
The graphs in the middle show the measurement progress. The buttons in the bottom left can
be used to initiate measurements.
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In order to facilitate measurements a ”main program” GUI was designed (see figure
4.4). The settings bar of this GUI, as shown in figure 4.6 contain multiple sub-parts
and will be introduced below. The GUI made by Pleijster (to change set-points of the
heater and the needle valve of the VTI) was adapted to include selector buttons in
order to switch to different heaters. Another GUI was developed to monitor and log
parameters and values of the system (see 4.5)
First, in the settings of the main program, the measurement selector is made to indicate
which type of measurement is done and where to save the results. Next, the settings
important for setting up the parameters of the I-V characteristic can be adjusted un-
der IV Settings. The option ”Fast scan” determines the aperture time of the voltmeter
during an I-V characteristic (see 5.4). When chosen for a magnetic field sweep, options
can be changed under Field sweep settings. The magnetic field is swept in steps giving
priority to the z-axis then the y-axis and finally the x-axis4. Sweeping the field along
a specified direction is not yet implemented. Temperature sweeps are currently not
functioning since no good criterion for temperature stability was found. This needs
implementation in later versions of the control program. However under the Tempera-
ture sweep settings a selector for the different thermometers can be found. When doing
a different measurement (i.e. not a temperature sweep), it is specified here which tem-
perature is recorded in the data file. Finally a time sweep is performed by taking an
I-V characteristic every prespecified number of seconds. This interval and the total
sweep time can be adjusted under Time sweep settings.
Figure 4.5: A screen shot of the GUI of the logger program. VTI, 3He-pot, 1K-plate and absorb-
tion pump temperatures are plotted while logging together with the pressure of the VTI and
the dewar. The helium level is indicated in a separate text box.
4This means that the consecutive taken steps are: change the field in the x-direction and take I-V
characteristics until the range along the x-axis is complete. Then, change the field along the y-axis and
repeat the last procedure. When the range is completed along the y-axis, change a value along the z
direction and repeat the process until the maximum field value for the z direction is reached.
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Since the resistance bridge was not remotely controlled at this point, a converter was
added to calculate the Cernox temperature using its resistance. At later stage, when
remote control will become an option, this can be incorporated into an interface to
readout the sample temperature.
The main program contains buttons and graphs besides the settings bar. These buttons
can be used to start and stop a measurement. Furthermore, a button was made to close
the needle valve and stop the heaters. The magnetic field can be set to zero by another
added button.
The results of the I-V characteristic are shown in graphs next to the settings bar. Also
a linear fit to the data is shown. The resistance is plotted as function of temperature
and as magnetic field. The most recently calculated resistance is displayed including
its standard deviation as calculated by python.
A logger tool was designed to log the parameters of the system every prespecified
number of seconds. The different temperatures of the system are shown realtime in
graphs (see figure 4.5). Furthermore, the VTI and dewar pressure are both plotted as
well. This greatly improved the ease of monitoring the system. In a separate box the
helium level of the system is displayed to prevent any catastrophes concerning the
depletion of helium. The 3He-pot has two thermometers: one for low and for high
temperatures. It is possible to choose which output must be plotted though both are
continuously logged.
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Figure 4.6: A close up of the screen shot (figure 4.4) of the main program. The different set-
tings as discussed in the main text can be changed here. Besides, it is possible to calculate the
temperature of the Cernox thermometer by entering its resistance. A status bar informs about
the status of the main program.
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Chapter5
Results on transport measurements in
mesoscopic SRO crystals
5.1 Normal state resistance of SRO
In addition to the cool down of the system to calibrate the thermometer, two other at-
tempts were made to cool down. A structured and non-structured flake of SRO were
cooled down. Before cooling down these samples, two other samples were cooled
down in the physical property measurement system (PPMS). The normal state resis-
tance of samples C1 (figure 5.1(b)) and sample C2 (figure5.2(b)) were obtained in this
way. Samples C9F2 (figure 5.3(b)) and C12F2R (figure 5.5(b)) were measured in the
system described in chapter 4.
(a) The normal state resistance of the flake in
(b) as function of temperature. Note the
convex feature of the data.
(b) A false colored SEM image of sample C1.
In purple the crystal is indicated. The
contacts are gold colored and the patches are
indicated by a darker shade.
Figure 5.1: A false colored SEM image and the RT data gathered on sample C1
In figure 5.4 the normal state resistivity of SRO is plotted as function of temperature
as measured by Hussey et al [34]. The shape of the curve for measurements along the
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ab-plane of Hussey et al has a concave shape. On the other hand, the results presented
in figure 5.1(a) and 5.2(a) are more convex. Moreover, the data in figure 5.2(a) contains
a ”bump” around 100 K. It is to be noted that the resistivity along the c-axis is maximal
at 100 K. An explanation of our data being convex could be that charge is transported
partially along the height of the crystal. Since the contacts have the largest contact
area with the crystal on top of the flake, such c-axis contribution to the current is to be
expected. The normal state resistance, as it was measured by Maeno et al [6] during
the discovery of superconductivity in SRO also contained the convex feature obtained
in this study.
(a) The normal state resistance of the flake in
(b) as function of temperature. Note the
convex feature of the data and the presence of
the ”bump” around 100 K. This can be
explained by a c-axis contribution to the
conductivity.
(b) A false colored SEM image of sample C2.
In purple the crystal is indicated. The
contacts are gold colored and the patches are
indicated by a darker shade.
Figure 5.2: A false colored SEM image and the RT data gathered on sample C2
The residual resistance ratio (RRR), defined as the resistance at room temperature de-
vided by the resistance at 4 Kelvin, was calculated for the cooled down crystals. The
RRRs were calculated to be 38, 195, 34 for samples C1, C2 and C9F2 respectively. This
indicates that the production of thin contacted SRO flakes of high quality has become
possible.
When we compare numerical values of the resistivity of the experiment of Hussey et
al to that of calculated values found in this study we find good agreement. At 50 K
Hussey et al find 10 µΩcm. In this study we calculate the resistivity to be 30, 11 and
12 µΩcm at 50 K respectively for the samples C1, C2, C9F2. The fact that all values
obtained in this study are higher than 10 µΩcm can mean there is a c-axis contribution
of the resistivity. Also difficulty in measuring the distance between the electrodes and
the thickness of the crystall using SEM can induce an error (around 1 µΩcm) to the
calculated values. The sample from figure 5.1(b) has a significant higher resistivity
value, this can be explained by the fact that this sample is of relative poor quality as
can be deduced from its relatively low RRR.
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(a) The normal state resistance of the flake in
(b) as function of temperature. Note the
limited temperature range; the presence of
eventual convex features could not be
established.
(b) A false colored SEM image of sample
C9F2. In purple the crystal is indicated. The
contacts are gold colored and the patches are
indicated by a darker shade.
Figure 5.3: A false colored SEM image and the RT data gathered on sample C9F2
Figure 5.4: The normal state resistivity as measured by Hussey et al [34]. One curve corre-
sponds to transport along the c-axis, the other corresponds to resistivity in the ab-plane.
5.1.1 Disk structured sample
One of the cooled down samples was structured in the proposed disk configuration
(see chapter 2) to perform a Little-Parks style experiment to verify the presence of chi-
ral domain walls. The disk was designed to have a radius of 500 nm and its normal
state resistance data is displayed in figure 5.5(a).
Notably the convex feature in the normal state resistance measurements on non struc-
tured crystals is not present in the structured sample. This can be understood from
the fact that only the voltage difference over the disk is measured. The contacts to the
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disk are in line with the disk itself. Therefore no c-axis contribution due the electrodes
on top of the crystal is to be expected.
As in the case of the non-structured crystals, the resistivity at 50 K was calculated.
The value of 12 µΩcm matched the already discussed values. Furthermore, the calcu-
lated RRR is 211, which indicates that this high-quality sample is not effected by any
damage due to structuring using FIB.
(a) The normal state resistance of the flake in
(b) as function of temperature. Note the
absence of the convex feature consistent with
the fact that the contacts are inline with the
disk.
(b) A false colored SEM image of sample
C9F2. In purple the crystal is indicated. The
contacts are gold colored. A disk has be
fabricated by the use of FIB.
Figure 5.5: A false colored SEM image and the RT data gathered on sample C12F2
An overview of the discussed parameters of the cooled down flakes, including the
structured sample, can be found in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: A summary of some parameters of the flakes that have been cooled down. the
method of measuring the thickness of the flake is reported between brackets in column two.
RRR is the residual resistance ratio.
Sample name Thickness (nm) Resistivity at 50 K (µΩcm) RRR
C1 350 (SEM) 30 38
C2 450 (profilometer) 11 195
C9F2 450 (SEM) 12 34
C12F2R (structured) 300 (SEM) 12 211
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Figure 5.6: A zoom false colored SEM image of the disk structure of sample C12F2R (figure
5.5(b)). In purple the top of the crystal is indicated. Note that the contacts to the disk are inline
with the disk itself.
5.2 Signs of superconductivity at 1.5 K
During the attempts to cool down the SRO flakes in the cryostat described in chapter
4, some problems were encountered. The base temperature of the system was only
reached while the IVC contained the Cernox for calibration purposes. During the cool
down from around 1.5 K to base temperature no temperatures lower than 1.4 K were
obtained for longer times. The temperature would creep down until a sudden increase
in temperature, indicating the point at which all 3He was evaporated. The VTI was
observed to directly follow the temperature changes in of the 3He-pod. This indicated
a possible heat leak to the VTI: the 3He-pod was using all its cooling power in order
to cool down the VTI. The IVC was tested for leaks at 50 K and at this temperature
no leaks were found present in the IVC. However, when repeating the leak test at low
temperatures (< 2 K) a superfluid 4He leak was found.
However, since temperatures around 1.4 K were reached, it was possible to see signs
of superconductivity in the current voltage characteristics. In figure 5.7 a comparison
is made between an I-V characteristic at 1.67 K at the onset of superconductivity and
an I-V characteristic at 30.7 K far away from the superconducting transition. The data
obtained at 30 K was is fitted linearly; a non linear fit was used for the data close to
Tc. This fit is a third order polynomial to only clarify the non linear behavior (i.e. not
to show any physical properties). Clearly, the non-linear behavior is originating from
superconductivity in the sample. The data from figure 5.7 was obtained in sample
C9F2.
At 1.48 K, I-V characteristics were recorded in which the crystal was only positive cur-
rent biased (see figure 5.8). In this data clearly a transition from a flat domain to a
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Figure 5.7: Two I-V characteristics taken at two different temperatures. The data in the top
graph is obtained at 30.7 K; the data in the bottom graph is obtained at 1.67 K. A third order
polynomial is used for fitting the data at 1.67 K to clarify the non-linear contribution. The data
at 30.7 K is fitted linearly. This can be seen as a sign of the onset of superconductivity in sample
C9F2.
linear domain can be observed in accordance with a transformation from supercon-
ductivity to normal state due to currents exceeding the critical current. The normal
state segment of the I-V characteristic is is fitted linearly. The resistance calculated
is 44 mΩ corresponding to a calculated resistivity of 1.8 µΩcm. A similar value of 2
µΩcm was found for transport in bulk samples just above the critical temperature [6].
This value is above the dirty sample limit of 1 µΩcm and should therefore contain
an amount of impurities sufficient to kill superconductivity. However since sample
C9F2 is not structured, a c-axis contribution to the resistivity could lead to a higher
resistivity1.
In the structured sample no superconductivity or its features were found. This means
that either the critical temperature of this material is lower than the lowest tempera-
1In [6] the convex feature was present as well, therefore a c-axis contribution is expected here.
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Figure 5.8: An I-V characteristic of sample C9F2 at 1.48 K. A switch can be observed from a zero
voltage part to a linearly increasing part. This corresponds to a switch form superconductivity
to normal metal state.
tures reached during experiments (due to structuring) or heat conduction to the sam-
ple was not sufficient to locally reach low temperatures. The latter is more probable
since the sample was thermalized via the measurement wires leading to the sample.
Furthermore, the residual resistivity was found to be below the dirty sample limit of 1
µΩcm, signifying that the sample did not contain many impurities. The temperature
of the 3He-pod was reported to reach 900 mK, however for timescales not long enough
to thermalize the sample.
5.3 Sub 20 nm crystals
As mentioned in chapter 2, Nobukane et al report of sub 20 nm thick flakes show insu-
lating behavior. During crystal deposition crystals of similar size have been obtained
(see figure 5.9). These flakes were found to be insulating, seemingly confirming the
results of Nubukane et al. However the insulating behavior could also be explained
by the degradation of the crystals over time. An argument for this hypothesis is that
in thinner flakes the surface to volume ratio is significantly higher than in thicker crys-
tals. Though the results found in this thesis do not exclude the Bose-insulating phase
predicted by Nobukane et al, more experimental work is needed to confirm it.
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Figure 5.9: A false colored SEM image of a sub 20 nm flake SRO (purple). In gold the contacts
are indicated. During the lift off procedure a part of the gold on the bottom contact was not
removed. This explains the large size of this contact.
5.4 Noise
Figure 5.10: Plot of the noise as function of the aperture time. A minimal noise regime is found
between 16.67 ms and 83.33 ms. Graph taken from the Keithley 2182A manual.
Notable was the appearance of noise in the I-V characteristics at low temperatures. A
source of this noise could be the internal temperature of the voltage meter. Calibration
is done at a constant internal temperature and according to the manual of the volt-
meter a deviation of more than 2 K from this internal temperature could introduce an
additional source of noise. The 2182A has an internal thermometer that indicated the
temperature did differ 2 K from the temperature during calibration2. However since
2This is probably due to the rather potent ventilation system of the measurement hall.
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this temperature difference was only on the limit of introducing more noise, this is not
expected to be the culprit.
A more probable cause for noise at low temperatures is the aperture time of the volt-
meter. This is the integration time that the voltmeter uses to record a single data point.
According to the manual of the voltmeter a minimal noise regime is found between
16.67 ms and 83.33 ms. The noise spectrum as measured by Keithley is displayed in
figure 5.10
However this noise spectrum is probably based on measuring a linear I-V characteris-
tic. In our case, we are interested in an I-V characteristic that contains non-linearities
and a zero voltage part. The application of a different aperture time can possibly re-
solve these issues. Using the switch ”fast scan” in the main program, it is possible
to switch between two values of aperture time. However, optimizing a single value
is a better approach and must be realized in the future. What is not implemented
now but can considerably reduce the noise is the use of averaging over multiple I-V
characteristics.
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Chapter6
Conclusion and outlook
This chapter will conclude the findings of this report and give an outlook to the chal-
lenges that are still ahead.
A reliable method has been found on the basis of mechanical exfoliation to produce
glue free, sub-micron thick flakes of SRO. Within a week multiple samples can be de-
posited, contacted and mesoscopically structured. The thickness can be assessed using
profilometer and SEM. These crystals showed metallic behavior and a large residual
resistance ratio, indicating high purity.
Controlling software has been designed to monitor and initiate measurements. For
this purpose a nanovoltmeter and nanocurrent source were installed. It has become
possible to measure single I-V characteristics and take multiple I-V characteristics
separated by constant prespecified intervals. Besides, field sweeps can be operated
as well. The systems parameters are logged and plotted in real-time, therefore the
overview of the system has been greatly improved. A thermometer has been added to
the sample holder and was calibrated for use.
Signs of superconductivity have been observed in at least one sample. These signs
were a significant non-linear contribution in the I-V characteristic and the switch form
a zero voltage domain to a linear domain in the I-V characteristic.
These remained signs of superconductivity because of the still present difficulty of
cooling down the samples to temperatures below 1.4 K. The cryostat needs to be
warmed up to room temperature to resolve heat leak found at low temperatures. The
noise level of the volt meter must be improved to clarify I-V characteristics at low
temperature. Possible solutions include choosing a larger aperture time and averag-
ing over multiple sweeps.
Further additions to the set-up include: the resistance bridge to measure the added
thermometer is yet to be properly connected and remote control is to be implemented;
the Hall probe needs to be implemented into the system by finding a suitable way of
reading its voltage; the cap needs to be redesigned to fit samples of different sizes and
the software needs to be updated to incorporate field sweeping in a single direction
and seeps in temperature.
When low temperatures can be reached, field sweep data on mesoscopic SRO disk
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must be obtained to verify the presence of half flux quantization, and to serve as con-
trol experiment on the critical current data obtained by Cai et al. Besides, more ultra-
thin flakes must be produced to shed more light on their possible insulating state, as
found by Nobukane et al.
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